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Introduction
Hey kid have you ever considered recycling if you have not here are three good reasons why recycling is
a very good idea. One reason is how recycling can save the earth, another reason is is how we can reuse
trash, the final reason is you can save animals

How recycling can save the world
When we recycle the trash can be made into new products. Like roads and houses. We can recycle a lot
of materials like plastic iron coal and many more materials. It is helping save the world
When we recycle is doesn't put energy to waste is saves energies like water there can be lower pollution
more natural resources, it can save a lot of energy.
How we can recycle, is you have to recycle plastic bags separately it can hurt the wild life animals and its
environment. Another thing not to do is shred paper it is difficult to recycle it ended up in landfills and
made those piles even bigger. You can also do the 3 R's you can reduce the amount of trash, or reuse it
and make things that can be useful to you or make some decorative things out of the trash, or just recycle
it.

How we can reuse trash
To reuse trash you just need to to be creative so you can make different things out of the trash some can
be useful and make your life easier like reusable bags so everytime you go to the grocery store you don’t
have to get a plastic bag to throw out in one minute and make the environment worse.
You can organize your stuff by putting it in different boxes like a toy box a pencil box made. And if you are
throwing out cardboard boxes you can use that. You don’t have to throw away jars you can just put some
stuff in it to organize.
It can be a lot of fun because you can make stuff with your parents and it can be super fun like when
you're throwing away cardboards you can make a house or a rocket ship out of it and have a lot of fun
with your father your mother.

Support 3
We know that recycling can can save the world, but what about the animals. 8,000,00 tons of plastic are
thrown in the ocean every year. It kills so many sea animals some animals get stuck some animals eat the
plastic and die. So we need to HELP!
If we recycle we can save the habitats of many animals. We can go in the ocean and pick up all the trash
but that can take a long time so we need a LOT of people maybe more than a billion people. Some people
care a lot and some people just don’t care. The people who care are diving into oceans and saving a lot of
animals and you should do that to.

Conclusion
Hey kid have you ever considered recycling if you have not here are three good reasons why recycling is
a very good idea. One reason is how recycling can save the earth, another reason is is how we can reuse
trash, the final reason is you can save animals
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